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For methods involving the use of one or two load cells, 
electrical configurations are simple and somewhat cost 
efficient. However, it will be necessary to support part of the 
units by mountings, which substitute for the load cells. These 
can be used if level measurements or measurement 
precision aren’t deemed entirely necessary.

A broad categorization of installation methods for load cells appears below.

Load cell installation method (For hoppers and tank scales)

Multi-load cell method
This is said to be the most standard method when several 
units (at least three) are installed.  
The number of units is generally three or four. If heavy items 
are to be measured, six to eight units may be used depend-
ing on the requirements. The maximum number of units 
varies depending on the specification of the gauges. 

Lever combination method 
As shown in the illustration on the right, using a lever in 
combination with a load cell is called the lever combination 
method.  
As the weight of a hopper can be offset with balance 
weights, the load cell becomes low capacity and can be used 
almost to the point of its standard capacity if the appropriate 
linkage ratio is selected. 

Dimensions inside the brackets are only for 10t, dimensions outside the brackets are for 500kg, 1t, 2t, 3t, 5t.
*The weight of the CD51 model load cell unit is 11.5 kg (18kg for the CD51-10T).



特長

Lateral load occurs in tanks and hoppers, etc., due to the Bourdon phenomenon caused by wind pressure or pressure from connecting 
pipes, and to thermal expansion and other factors. A check rod will be necessary to stem movement or collapse caused by this lateral 
load. 

MOUNTING BRACKETS FOR LOAD CELLS

CHECK ROD

AN EXAMPLE OF CHECK ROD USE

Note:  The double-headed approach is employed for compression-type load cells (CC2, CC5). A feature of this is that 
the installation is made easy, without the need for adjustable brackets, in order to enhance the stabilizing force.

For tension typesFor compression types

Mounting brackets must correspond with the load cell’s body as well as the different types of load cells so that they can be used as “load 
sensing instruments” for tanks or hoppers.



This is a high-capacity compression load cell that represents a signifi-
cant step up in performance as it employs a number of improved 
technologies. Its outstanding linearity, creep feature and temperature 
features have been proven, as it is widely used as a load sensing 
instrument for precise measurements of large-scale weighing such 
as electronic track scales and platform weighing.





Its outstanding linearity, creep and temperature characteristics, which 
are in line with the previous CC2 model, have been proven. It’s widely 
used as a load-sensing instrument mainly for precise measurements 
in large-scale weighing such as electronic track scales.





This low-cost, high-capacity compressor load cell has a relatively 
compact size and increases load bearing. As it employs double-
convex loading, it’s widely used for weighing for high-precision, large 
capacity hoppers, tankers and so on, due to its outstanding stabilizing 
ability. Its ease of application and economy have earned it much 
acclaim.
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This lost-wax casting compressor load cell has a relatively compact 
size and increases load bearing. As it employs a double convex 
loading, it’s widely used for weighing for high-precision, large capacity 
hoppers, tankers and so on, due to its outstanding stabilizing ability 
that doesn’t use any special adjustable brackets. Its ease of applica-
tion and economy have earned it high acclaim.
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Explosion-proof and ignition; SDP13 
model name: CC55 (for outdoor use)

あらゆる粉じんの危険場所に使用するために開発されたロード
セルで、完全金属シールに不活性ガス封入で大容量の高精度計
量を可能にしたものです。
比較的小さい形状で耐荷重を大きくした大容量圧縮形ロード

セルでダブルコンベックス・ローディング方式を採用しているので、
特別の自在金具を使用しなくても抜群の復元性を有するところか
ら高精度ホッパー、タンク、またレベル計等の重量計測に広く利
用され、その簡便な適用性を高く評価されております。

This load cell was developed to be used in all sorts of places where 
dust can be a danger. It enables highly precise large-capacity 
measurements with inert gases sealed completely in metal. 
This low-cost, high capacity compressor load cell has a relatively 
compact size and increased load bearing. As it employs a double 
convex loading, it’s widely used for weighing for high-precision, large 
capacity hoppers, tankers and so on, due to its outstanding stabilizing 
ability that doesn’t use any special adjustable brackets. Its ease of 
application and economy have earned it high acclaim.

A load cell with dust-proof construction to prevent dust explosions
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Please note:
1. Please operate with a temperature range below 60 degrees centigrade.
2. Please make the grounding resistance below 100 ohms. 
3. Please make no alterations to the dimensions of the main load cell body, itsterminal 
    box or its configuration.



With a special design in a compact low profile that takes into consid-
eration endurance thrust load, this can be easily be adapted for 
extremely small spaces. While leveraging these features, this is a 
valuable load cell for load sensing of level control and safety 
equipment, such as all types of medium-capacity tanks and hoppers. 





A high-performance compression load cell, due to its special 
elasticized body, this is widely used in all types of medium-capacity 
electronic hopper scales, platform scales and so on, thanks to its 
optimal cost performance, in addition to its outstanding load and 
temperature features. 
The CR2 employs a double convex that gives it a self-centering 
function within the load cell itself, simplifying its pressure-receiving 
components.





Establishment of the Standard Series, with 10-100 tons
Yamato, which has many years of design and manufacturing experi-
ence, introduces its wealth of experience and newest technologies to 
develop a bearing-type load scale for weighing, which has enjoyed a 
large number of deliveries. The CA2 Series differs from the previous 
compressor, compression and cantilever types. As a scale that meets 
requirements that call for the compactness of all components, which 
are integrated inside the device, it can be employed throughout a vast 
range. As a weighing system, it promises to deliver the topmost results 
in terms of both technology and economy.

Features
Integrated structure and easy installation
Good with lateral loads
Extremely high levels of precision and reliability
Hermetically sealed construction

703±2

推奨印加電圧

補償温度範囲

出力の温度特性
零点の温度特性

Recommend excitation, voltage
Maximum excitation, voltage

Input terminal resistance
Output terminal resistance
Cable Iength

Compensated temperature range
Safe temperature range
Temperature effect on load





With the most general type of load cell, the large-capacity tension 
type, accuracy is within 01% for static as well as dynamic load 
measurements. It is used for a wide variety of applications as a force 
detector for measuring equipment, such as for crane scales and 
hopper scales.

350±2





This is a medium-capacity tension low-cost load cell, whose 
construction is a unique plate-type with an elasticized body. Installa-
tion is easy requiring only a simple hoist for weighing equipment such 
as highly precise hoppers and tank scales. Its convenience and 
economy have been highly acclaimed, as it demonstrates exceptional 
performance.





This tension-compression load cell with high output sensitivity 
(3mv/v) employs our unique elasticized body construction. It is suited 
for static as well as dynamic load measurements. As an accurate and 
highly reliable force transducer, it is being used in a wide range of 
applicable fields for various types of testing devices and industrial-
use measurements. 





A load cell with a unique construction that rebuffs eccentric and 
unbalanced loads, and the axis line for load action routinely passes 
through the center of the elasticized body. It is capable of making 
highly precise measurements in both compression and tension. As it 
is compact and doesn’t require special additional mechanisms, 
various types of measurement devices can be installed easily, and 
measurements are possible in a wide variety of applications.

推奨印加電圧

補償温度範囲

出力の温度特性
零点の温度特性

Recommend excitation, voltage
Maximum excitation, voltage

Input terminal resistance
Output terminal resistance
Cable Iength

Compensated temperature range
Safe temperature range
Temperature effect on load

小形





Establishment of the Standard Series, with 10-100 tons
Yamato, which has many years of design and manufacturing experi-
ence, introduces its wealth of experience and newest technologies. It 
has developed a bearing-type load scale for weighing, which boasts a 
large number of deliveries. 
The US4 Series differs from the previous compressor, tension and 
cantilever types. As a scale that meets requirements that call for the 
compactness of all components, which are integrated inside the 
device, it can be employed throughout a vast range. As a 
load-sensing system, it promises to deliver the topmost results in 
terms of both technology and economy.
 

Features
Integrated structure and easy installation
Good with lateral loads
Extremely high levels of precision and reliability
Hermetically sealed construction

703±3

推奨印加電圧

補償温度範囲

出力の温度特性
零点の温度特性

Recommend excitation, voltage
Maximum excitation, voltage

Input terminal resistance
Output terminal resistance
Cable Iength

Compensated temperature range
Safe temperature range
Temperature effect on load





This is a cantilever-beam model. Not only is it installed horizontally, 
but it can easily detect longitudinal forces. In addition to being easy to 
install due to its compact size, it possesses outstanding load charac-
teristics that provide ultra-high performance. Thus as a measurement 
force detector in thin platform scales and conveyance scales as well 
as in various types of combined lever measuring instruments, this is a 
load cell that boasts a wide range of applications. 
The gauge feeling elliptical part is covered in stainless steel bellows. 
Through a hermetically metal sealed construction where the joint is 
welded, inert gases are sealed inside. This is designed to stand up to 
use in bad environments.



1) The load cell and load-cell cradle are always handled as a single unit, so 
please never separate the two.

2) Please adjust the overload prevention stop-screw so that it makes contact at 
a 120% load.

3) To stabilize the load, please adjust the load attachment component for a load 
of small R, less than R3. 

4) With this load cell during loading, please always set the load in the direction of 
where the stopper makes contact, for one-way load use.

5) The dimensions inside the brackets indicate use for 100kg, 200kg and 300kg.



This cantilever-type load cell has a high-power aluminum elasticized 
body and enables highly precise large-capacity measurements, with 
inert gases sealed completely in metal. 
Installation is easy, thanks to its compact size and light weight. It 
exhibits outstanding features as a force detector for various types of 
measuring instruments for use with lever combinations.





This has a design that gives comparatively high lateral stiffness for 
this type of parallelogram load cell. Due to its humidity-resistant 
construction that takes advantage of its wide-ranging capacity, 
outstanding load characteristics and unique innovations, this is widely 
used as the optimal load cell for small-capacity thin-type platform 
scales.

推奨印加電圧

補償温度範囲

出力の温度特性
零点の温度特性

Recommend excitation, voltage
Maximum excitation, voltage

Input terminal resistance
Output terminal resistance
Cable Iength

Compensated temperature range
Safe temperature range
Temperature effect on load





This has intrinsically safe dust-proof (i3AG4) construction. (Type 
CD51)
This rugged load cell unit has standard equipment to prevent floating, 
and deals with earthquakes, even epicentral quakes. 
It has a simple construction, as it’s a type with an internal check rod. 
The design layout is easy and is capable of curbing overall costs (by 
70% compared with previous models made by Yamato).



For methods involving the use of one or two load cells, 
electrical configurations are simple and somewhat cost 
efficient. However, it will be necessary to support part of the 
units by mountings, which substitute for the load cells. These 
can be used if level measurements or measurement 
precision aren’t deemed entirely necessary.

A broad categorization of installation methods for load cells appears below.

Load cell installation method (For hoppers and tank scales)

Multi-load cell method
This is said to be the most standard method when several 
units (at least three) are installed.  
The number of units is generally three or four. If heavy items 
are to be measured, six to eight units may be used depend-
ing on the requirements. The maximum number of units 
varies depending on the specification of the gauges. 

Lever combination method 
As shown in the illustration on the right, using a lever in 
combination with a load cell is called the lever combination 
method.  
As the weight of a hopper can be offset with balance 
weights, the load cell becomes low capacity and can be used 
almost to the point of its standard capacity if the appropriate 
linkage ratio is selected. 

Dimensions inside the brackets are only for 10t, dimensions outside the brackets are for 500kg, 1t, 2t, 3t, 5t.
*The weight of the CD51 model load cell unit is 11.5 kg (18kg for the CD51-10T).
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